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September 2022 · 96 pages

Markus Osterwalder was born in
Zurich in 1947. He trained as a typeset-
ter and worked as a graphic designer at
a schoolbook publisher in Paris and was
responsible for DIE ZEIT Magazin’s
layout for several years. He is art direc-
tor at the publisher L’Ecole des loisirs in
Paris. With his stories about the every-
day life of Bobo Dormouse, he estab-
lished a long-selling and bestselling
series for the very little ones.

Dorothée Böhlke, who grew up in
Frankfurt am Main and Paris, studied
illustration in Hamburg, where she has
lived and worked ever since. She loves
pictures and good stories and has long
since taken Bobo Siebenschläfer and his
family to her heart.

KINDERBUCH || CHILDREN'S FICTION

Markus Osterwalder

BOBO DORMOUSE HAVING
FUN WITH GRANDMA AND
GRANDPA

• One of Germany’s most successful picture book series.
• More than 2 million copies sold altogether of the series!
• Rights to previous books about Bobo Dormouse were sold

to China (Beijing Baby Cube), Korea (Kkumteo &
Yewon), Russia (KompasGuide) and Romania (Editura
Paralela 45).

Ages 3+

Wonderful holidays with Grandma and Grandpa.
Four new stories featuring the much-loved character Bobo Dor-
mouse.

Bobo Dormouse is going to spend a few days with his grandparents!
And they have come up with some wonderful activities they want to
do with Bobo: for example, to visit a farmyard where you can stroke
the cows and pigs. To make a kite and let it fly. To go to a flea market
and buy something really special. To pick apples in the garden and
make stewed apples. Bobo loves spending time with his grandparents
and falls asleep every evening feeling content.

Further Titles
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May 2022 · 192 pages

Uli Leistenschneider, born in 1981,
studied German, philosophy and theol-
ogy. She now lives in a small village
near Mainz. She has been writing since
childhood.

Nina Dulleck, born in 1975, has been
drawing and painting since she was able
to hold a brush. She lives by the Rhine
in the midst of vineyards and cherry
orchards, and illustrates children’s
books with great enthusiasm.

KINDERBUCH || CHILDREN'S FICTION

Uli Leistenschneider

THE WONDERFUL
FLORENTINE FEELGOOD:
Wishes Seldom Come Alone
(Vol. I)

• The first volume of the new children’s book series that
simply makes you happy.

• Illustrated by Nina Dulleck! Her further works include a.o.
The School of Magical Animals series.

Ages 8+

In the small town of Forest Hill, most of the inhabitants are very
happy, and it’s safe to say that this is down to the wonderful Floren-
tine Feelgood! She has made it her business to fulfil heartfelt wishes
and solve problems as best she can, especially for the children living
in the town. The children hang their wishes on the branches of Flo-
rentine’s apple tree in her back garden – this way she knows where
her help is urgently needed. The tree is also home to the trusting
robin Peep, who actively helps Florentine in her tasks. In each vol-
ume, Florentine fulfils small and large wishes in her unconventional
manner. And when she has once again managed to make everyone
happy, Florentine fires up the old crêpes oven in her back garden and
invites everyone round to celebrate.

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 4



September 2022 · 64 pages

Beatrix Mannel worked as an editor
and author for television channels, pro-
duction companies and radio before she
began writing books for all reading
ages. She also passes on her enthusiasm
for writing via workshops for aspiring
writers.

Karolina Benz is a painter and illustra-
tor. Her pictures are always done by
hand. Every picture in this book is an
oil painting. Today, the artist lives in the
forest and likes to stay up deep into the
night like the cross spider and the eagle
owl.

KINDERBUCH || CHILDREN'S NON-FICTION

Beatrix Mannel

WHO SLEEPS, WHO WAKES
IN THE NIGHT? – Why
Giraffes Sleep Curled Up
and Octopuses Don’t Snore

• A beautifully designed work of non-fiction with
28 oil paintings.

• Exciting and surprising facts about the sleep
behaviour of 14 domestic and exotic animals.

Rights sold to: the Netherlands - Ploegsma

Ages 8+

Let’s head out into the night! Which animals are nocturnal and use
unusual hunting strategies in the darkness? Which animals snuggle up
at night and sleep? And which animals have adapted their sleep to
extremely unusual conditions?

Beatrix Mannel has many answers, giving examples from domestic
and exotic animals, and provides numerous curious surprises worth
knowing on the subject of sleep.

Karoline Benz has created real works of art with her atmospheric pic-
tures that depict the night not only as dark but in all its facets.

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 5



September 2022 · 208 pages

Sarah Jäger lives in the Ruhr area, is a
trained theatre pedagogue and works in
the field of cultural education. She is
always on the lookout for novels and
stories that hit the head, heart and
stomach.

JUGENDBUCH || YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Sarah Jäger

PLATYPUS DELUXE

• System crasher meets village community.
• The new novel for teenagers by successful author Sarah

Jäger.
• Platypus Deluxe was awarded the Hans-im-Glück Prize in

2022!
• Sarah Jäger's previous novel The Night as Big as Us was

nominated for the German Youth Literature Prize and the
Paul Maar Prize for Young Talents in 2022.

Ages 14+

Before the story begins, a coffee machine flies out of the window of
the school staff room, closely followed by Kim, who is expelled from
school. Her mother sends her to a village in the middle of nowhere to
her ex-boyfriend René. Kim goes to school there and takes on a part-
time job at the petrol station where she meets Janne, who is mad
about peanut chocolate bars. Janne and Kim reluctantly become sort-
of friends. But it’s not just the two of them for long. Janne, Kim and
Alex (Alexandra Sofie) become a team of three. Soon they don’t really
know who feels what for whom. And if that wasn’t complicated
enough, Kim has to keep fighting the urge to destroy everything that
gets too close to her.
Sarah Jäger’s story about the friendship between three young people
that is doomed from the start is clever, touching and funny.

“Compelling from the start, Jäger unfolds a wide arc of suspense with
unpredictable developments. (…) Once more Sarah Jäger proves herself to be
a precise observer of the relationships between young adults.” German
Youth Literature Prize, Jury on 'The Night as Big as Us'

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 6



September 2022 · 416 pages

Kerstin Gulden studied literature, phi-
losophy and communication in Tübin-
gen, Munich and London. Since then
she has worked in London, Munich and
Brussels, among other things as a press
spokesperson and in cultural promo-
tion. For several years she was on the
jury of the German Business Book
Prize.

JUGENDBUCH || YOUNG ADULT FANTASY

Kerstin Gulden

GIFTED: Do You Have the Gift,
Do You Have the Power? (Vol.
I)

• Kerstin Gulden’s new novel takes the reader into a world
in which everything is possible – if you know how.

• Her previous book Fair Play was awarded the Oldenburg
Children's and Youth Literature Prize in 2021!

• Rights to Fair Play were sold to Lithuania (Terra Publica).

Ages 13+

Have you been chosen to determine your own life?

Are you still waiting for your Hogwarts letter? Are you dreaming
about the force being with you, if only you could stumble across a
light sabre? Do you secretly hope that a spider bites you, a vampire,
anything? In Pear’s and Balthazar’s world, magic powers are a
birthright or fate. At least, that’s what they believe. Because when
Balthazar suddenly belongs to the magic shapers, the two of them get
caught in the middle. In the power game of those with or without a
gift, their friendship is put to the test. They increasingly fight on
opposing sides in the question of what it really means to be “chosen”.
Can their friendship survive?

"Kerstin Gulden creates lively and independent characters, all with their
own different motivations and different character developments. (...)
A story about trust, solidarity and friendship that reaches its target audi-
ence.” Oldenburg Children's and Youth Literature Prize, Jury Commments
on 'Fair Play'

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 7



November 2022 · 416 pages

Nikola Hotel was born in Bonn and
worked as a nurse before concentrating
on writing full-time. She has already
published several novels and says of
herself: “I‘ve got a weak spot for dark
characters and suppressed feelings.” She
lives with her husband and their three
sons in a small village. She likes
exchanging views with her readers on
Instagram (@nikolahotel).

FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Nikola Hotel

DARK IVY: If I Fall (Vol. I)

• Distinctive, dramatic, emotional – this is how the New
Adult genre should be!

• A mixture of Dead Poets Society, Cruel Intentions and Mona
Kasten’s Maxton Hall trilogy.

• Over 150,000 copies sold of the author's previous series
altogether - Blakely Brothers and Paper Love.

• Rights to her previous titles were sold to Czech Republic
(Dobrovsky) and Russia (Eksmo).

Ages 16+

An elitist college, a young love and a task more difficult than
any other …

The Woodford Academy. Elitist, exclusive and steeped in tradition. If
you get accepted here, you are almost guaranteed a place at an Ivy
League university. And Eden Collins has made it. She has received
one of the greatly sought-after scholarships. But life at the academy is
harder than she expected. She knew she would be challenged intellec-
tually, but hadn’t expected to have to take part in mind games and
social experiments in her courses that would take her to her emo-
tional limits. And why – why – has she attracted the attention of
William Grantham III of all people? Will seems to have made it his
mission to entice Eden to break the rules, and when she does so, it has
catastrophic results …

Although she has also written romantic comedies, the author has a
particular penchant for the New Adult genre. This becomes apparent
in her sensitive and captivating love stories. Each of her books since
2020 has made the Spiegel bestseller list right after publication. In her
new two-volume series Dark Ivy she now addresses the popular sub-
culture known as Dark Academia.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 8



April 2023 · 448 pages

Nikola Hotel was born in Bonn and
worked as a nurse before concentrating
on writing full-time. She has already
published several novels and says of
herself: “I‘ve got a weak spot for dark
characters and suppressed feelings.” She
lives with her husband and their three
sons in a small village. She likes
exchanging views with her readers on
Instagram (@nikolahotel).

FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Nikola Hotel

DARK IVY: Hold Me Close
(Vol. II)

• The heart-wrenching final part of the Dark Academia
duet. Are you ready?

• "Dark Academia is the new genre of pop culture that
involves the romantic celebration of classical education
and of losing oneself in the archives of literature. Devel-
oped in particular on TikTok, the most successful social
network of the modern age." Die Zeit

Ages 16+

An elitist college, a young love and a task more difficult than
any other …

“No. No, that can’t have happened. That cannot have happened. It’s
impossible.” Even days after the calamity that shook the Woodford
Academy, Eden is still stunned. She feels like she is trapped in a night-
mare from which she can’t wake up. And Will … she longs for him, so
much, but she can’t bear to see him. When she does, she immediately
sees the images of that evening in front of her again. How can she
continue to live, to love, when she is drowning in guilt?

“Dark Academia is the new genre of pop culture that involves the romantic
celebration of classical education and of losing oneself in the archives of lit-
erature. Developed in particular on TikTok, the most successful social net-
work of the modern age.” Die Zeit

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 9



January 2023 · 400 pages

Anya Omah, born in Dortmund in
1984, worked as a lab assistant and eco-
nomic psychologist before deciding to
become an author. She says: “I was
crazy enough to turn my back on a
secure office job and make my passion
into a career. Seriously, though: how
crazy can it be to live one’s dream?” She
made her publishing debut in March
2014, which was followed by many more
YA novels.

FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Anya Omah

TEMPEST TRILOGY: Lighting
Storms (Vol. III)

• A trilogy with strong female protagonists who fight for
themselves and their goals.

• Shining Rain (Vol. I) and Glowing Mist (Vol. II) reached the
top of the Spiegel bestseller list (#9 and #5) right after
publication!

• Vol. I and II sold 50,000 copies altogether!

Ages 16+

Leona is stressed out by her university studies when fate forces her to
take a break and return to her small home town in northern Ger-
many. Her foster father, Teddy, had a serious accident at work and is
in hospital. His injuries mean that he will never be able to work again,
and so he makes over his garage to her and his biological son, Aaron.
Despite the sad circumstances, this is a dream come true for Leo.
Aaron, on the other hand, a slick economics student from Munich,
wants to sell the shop as quickly as possible. Heated discussions
between the two are inevitable. But the moments when they don’t
fight are worse – that’s when it gets so much harder for them to fight
their growing attraction …

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 10



February 2023 · 368 pages

Kira Mohn has done a lot of different
things. She founded a music magazine,
studied pedagogy, spent time living in
New York, self-published her own
books written under the pseudonym,
Kira Minttu, worked with four friends
to build the writers’ label Ink Rebels,
and – most importantly – started a fam-
ily. She is active on Facebook and Insta-
gram and enjoys interacting with her
readers there.
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FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Kira Mohn

YOU, SOMEWHERE (Vol. I)

• Special, emotional, engaging: the new series from Spiegel
bestselling author Kira Mohn.

• A unique concept: the first book tells the love story of a
daughter, the second that of her mother.

• Over 150,000 copies sold of her previous novels alto-
gether.

• Righs to her Lighthouse trilogy were sold to Russia
(Eksmo).

Somewhere in Scotland. Someday with you.

Where do my roots lie?

A story of love, family, friendship and courage.

Victoria is shocked to learn, at nineteen, that she was adopted.
Against her parents’ wishes, she sets off on a journey to find her bio-
logical mother. Accompanying her on this journey is Jack, her best
friend, her rock, the one person who is always there for her, safe and
stable. But her world is becoming unstable, and Vic soon finds herself
developing feelings one isn’t supposed to have for one’s best friend.
Could she – and, more importantly, would she want to – risk this
friendship? Particularly now, when she needs him by her side more
than ever? Given that her journey has led her to a woman whose reac-
tion is not at all what she had expected.

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 11



May 2023 · 368 pages

Kira Mohn has done a lot of different
things. She founded a music magazine,
studied pedagogy, spent time living in
New York, self-published her own
books written under the pseudonym,
Kira Minttu, worked with four friends
to build the writers’ label Ink Rebels,
and – most importantly – started a fam-
ily. She is active on Facebook and Insta-
gram and enjoys interacting with her
readers there.

FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Kira Mohn

YOU AND I, SOMETIME (Vol.
II)

• A story of love, old secrets, and second chances.
• For fans of gripping mother-daughter and love stories set

in beautiful nature.

“You weren’t just a star, to me. You were my whole sky.”

This is a bad joke. That’s the first thought that crosses Emmeline’s
mind when a young woman shows up on her doorstep claiming to be
her daughter. Em doesn’t have children. More than that - she can’t
have children. This is a bad joke, and it’s anything other than funny.
It’s cruel. But the young woman is serious, is entirely convinced or
their relationship. A shocking revelation forces Em to revisit her past.
And also to revisit a relationship, a man she hasn’t seen for twenty
years, who still holds a piece of her heart …

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 12



December 2022 · 288 pages

Kira Mohn has done a lot of different
things. She founded a music magazine,
studied pedagogy, spent time living in
New York, self-published her own
books written under the pseudonym,
Kira Minttu, worked with four friends
to build the writers’ label Ink Rebels,
and – most importantly – started a fam-
ily. She is active on Facebook and Insta-
gram and enjoys interacting with her
readers there.

Kelly Moran won the RONE-Award
and the Catherine Award, she is a Read-
ers Choice Finalist, a Holt Medallion
Finalist, and got onto the Must Read &
10 Best Reads lists at USA TODAY's
Lifestyle blog. Her Redwood series was a
real success and inspired readers and
critics in Germany, the Netherlands, the
Czech Republic and the USA.
Kelly Moran lives with her three sons in
South Carolina, in the southern states
of the USA.

FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Kira Mohn, Kelly Moran

BECAUSE IT'S TRUE:
Thousand Moments and One
Promise (Vol. I)

• Kira Mohn writes wonderful emotional stories set in
breathtaking epic landscapes. Her novels sold over
150,000 copies altogether.

• Kelly Moran's novels, charming and heartfelt, regularly hit
the Spiegel bestseller list and sold over 300,000 copies
altogether. Rights were sold to the Netherlands (AW
Bruna) and Romania (LiterPress).

“Tell me three things: one truth, one lie, and one thing that you
wish were either true or a lie.”

Lies can tear a relationship apart. The truth can do the same. Nothing
affects our lives so much as what we tell other people about ourselves,
so it’s little wonder when a post inventing the “three things challenge”
by a popular lifestyle blogger goes viral. Three things: one truth, one
lie, and one thing somewhere in between …

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 13



March 2023 · 288 pages

Nikola Hotel was born in Bonn and
worked as a nurse before concentrating
on writing full-time. She has already
published several novels and says of
herself: “I‘ve got a weak spot for dark
characters and suppressed feelings.” She
lives with her husband and their three
sons in a small village. She likes
exchanging views with her readers on
Instagram (@nikolahotel).

Anya Omah, born in Dortmund in
1984, worked as a lab assistant and eco-
nomic psychologist before deciding to
become an author. She says: “I was
crazy enough to turn my back on a
secure office job and make my passion
into a career. Seriously, though: how
crazy can it be to live one’s dream?” She
made her publishing debut in March
2014, which was followed by many more
YA novels.

FICTION || YOUNG ROMANCE

Nikola Hotel, Anya Omah

BECAUSE IT'S TRUE:
Thousand Emotions and a
Single Kiss (Vol. II)

• Two love stories, the stories of people who took up the
“three things challenge”. And nothing challenges you
more than love!

• From Spiegel bestselling authors Nikola Hotel and Anya
Omah.

What’s true and what’s a lie? And what is love?

Imagine that the person you love comes to you and tells you about the
“three things challenge”, a new, viral social media phenomenon. You
tell another person three things about yourself: one truth, one lie, and
one thing that you wish were either true or a lie. Then your partner
says, “I kissed someone else. I slept with someone else. I’m in love
with someone else”, and in that moment you know that everything
has changed. One truth could destroy your relationship. A lie might
save it …

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 14
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September 2021 · 192 pages

Sarah Jäger lives in the Ruhr area, is a
trained theatre pedagogue and works in
the field of cultural education. She is
always on the lookout for novels and
stories that hit the head, heart and
stomach.

BACKLIST || YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Sarah Jäger

THE NIGHT AS BIG AS US

• Nominated for the German Youth Literature Prize and the
Paul Maar Prize for Young Talents in 2022!

• English sample translation available.
• Rights to Sarah Jäger’s previous novel Forward, to the

South were sold to Greece (Elkystis).

Ages 14+

Five friends on the verge of adulthood – but their graduation
night changes everything.

“This is the night we have to die. Devoured by the monster and then
reborn.” Suse, Pavlow, Maja, Tolga, and Bo are friends. They’ve been
close friends for many years. Now, they are on the brink of adult-
hood. After this day – and this night – school will finally be over, and
real life awaits them. Together, they decide to do everything they have
not yet dared to do by the next morning. Each of them has unfinished
business and inner monsters to overcome. But things get out of hand.
And after their night together, nothing will be the same as before.

“Compelling from the start, Jäger unfolds a wide arc of suspense with
unpredictable developments. (…) Once more Sarah Jäger proves herself to be
a precise observer of the relationships between young adults.” German
Youth Literature Prize, Jury Comments

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 16



September 2018 · 256 pages

Lena Gorelik, born in 1981 in Saint
Petersburg, came to Germany in 1992.
After her debut novel My White Nights
(2004), she was hailed as a major new
talent. Her following novel was nomi-
nated for the German Book Prize in
2007. The Collector of Lists (2013) won
the Ravensburger Foundation Book
Prize. Zero to Infinity was published in
2015, the much-praised novel More Black
as Purple from 2017 was nominated for
the German Youth Literature Prize.
Lena Gorelik lives in Munich with her
family.
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BACKLIST || YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Lena Gorelik

MORE BLACK THAN PURPLE

• Nominated for the German Youth Literature Prize in
2018!

• Recommended by New Books in German in 2017.
• Gorelik’s works published by Rowohlt have sold 60,000

copies altogether.

Ages 14+

Life at 17 is hard. Alex has it even harder, as she wears more black
than purple, lives with a taciturn father and a parrot, and has a grand
total of her two only friends at school, Paul and Nina. But then Mr
Spitzing turns up, a new trainee teacher liked by everyone – even
Alex. On a class trip to Poland, she tries to find out if she’s just a stu-
dent for him.
At the same time, Paul would like to be more than just friends. Over-
whelmed by a thousand different emotions, she kisses Paul – in the
most inappropriate place in the world: Auschwitz concentra-
tion camp. Someone takes a photo and the image goes viral – sud-
denly everyone is talking about Alex and ‘today’s youth’. Meanwhile,
the parrot escapes and Paul disappears. Alex recognizes: “This is my
story; I have to find them both.”

„Lena Gorelik (...) proves herself a major talent on the YA literary scene.
This is an outstanding coming-of-age novel about friendship and first love,
set in contemporary Berlin (…).
Gorelik’s brilliant writing – allusive and full of imagery – really gets under
the skin. More Black than Purple is a high quality novel with crossover
appeal for adult readers and will resonate with fans of Louise O’Neill.“ New
Books in German

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 17



March 2016 · 464 pages

Kirsten Fuchs was born in 1977 in
Karl-Marx-Stadt, and is perhaps the
best known and most popular author
on Berlin’s Lesebühne spoken word
performance scene. She won the
renowned Open Mike literature compe-
tition in 2003 with her highly praised
debut The Titanic and Herr Berg, which
was published in 2005 by Rowohlt
Berlin. Since 2014 she has managed the
Fuchs and Sons spoken word perfor-
mance group in Berlin’s Moabit area.

BACKLIST || YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Kirsten Fuchs

THE GIRL GANG

• German Youth Literature Prize in 2016!
• Kirsten Fuchs is a gifted storyteller whose language

sparkles with wit as she offers this adventurous tale.
• Over 65,000 copies of The Girl Gang were sold and the

rights were sold to Russia (Samokat).
• English sample translation available.

Rights sold to: Russia - Samokat

Ages 14+

Charlotte Nowak, 15 and incredibly shy, reluctantly heads off to sum-
mer camp with seven other girls. When she gets there, she finds that
things a very different to how she’d imagined. First, things start to go
missing. And when their group leader completely loses her temper,
the girls make their escape, stealing a dog catcher’s van (dogs
included) in the process. Literally heading for the hills, one of the girls
knows of an old disused mine. The group decides to seek refuge
there. Each summer day they spend there seems to heighten their
sense of freedom and excitement even further.
The girls spend their days trekking through the woods, their nights
scavenging supermarket storage containers. Charly Nowak slowly
realises that there is a lot more to her than her shyness. But when the
gang stumbles across an extraordinary relic of the old Communist
East Germany and the real world threatens to catch up with them,
Charly has to prove her mettle and display both her newly found
courage and her loyalty to her new friends.

„Kirsten Fuchs writes tenderly and gruffly, sensitively and pointedly, and
the characters speak and act so genuinely and endearingly that you don't
want to give them up after just a few pages.“ RRB Kulturradio

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 18



February 2011 · 352 pages

Nils Mohl was born in 1971, and lives
and works in Hamburg. He was
awarded the Oldenburg Children’s and
Youth Literature Prize and the German
Youth Literature Prize –among others –
for This was Once Native American Terri-
tory in 2012. He belongs to the Forum of
Hamburg Authors and lectures in writing
techniques at Hamburg University.

BACKLIST || YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Nils Mohl

THIS WAS ONCE NATIVE
AMERICAN TERRITORY

• German Youth Literature Prize in 2012!
• Oldenburg Children’s and Youth Literature Prize in 2011.

Rights sold to: Korea - CHANGBI Publishers, Inc.

Ages 14+

"I need a car, I need money, I need sleep. What I have is a hat, another
5 days of summer holiday and Edda’s drill."

Home for Grünhorn is a high-rise block on the outskirts of the city.
Since just recently, he is in love with the red-haired Jackie from the
rich part of town. Then suddenly the world turns upside down: Zöll-
ner strangles his wife during an argument. The 21 year old Edda is
stalking Grünhorn. Mauser enters into the fray with Kondor. A
Native American Indian turns up. And at the Festival on the border
there is a biblical storm brewing - is this what growing up is really
supposed to feel like?

Nils Mohl tells a fast-paced and unconventional tale of the adventure
of being 17. A novel as harsh as a Larry Clark film and as tender as a
Radiohead song. An ambitiously constructed story about the desire
for love, friendship, happiness and redemption.

Further Titles

Rowohlt Taschenbuch 19
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